
 

 

 

 
 
REBUFAPLANETES 
Show created and directed by Pep Bou 
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The essence of a classic 
On an early evening in the autumn of 1982, Pep Bou performed his show for the first time, 
implemented entirely with soap bubbles. Nights and decades have gone by and the 
essence of this same production has appeared on stages around the world. Audiences 
from the six continents have watched and enjoyed the spirit of a unique language 
created by a man from the Catalan town of Granollers who trained as a technical 
architect. At a turning point in his career, he decided to exchange tangible spaces in 
order to design the ephemeral beauty of spaces created by soap bubbles. 

Over the course of time, Pep Bou has made his language evolve and, through 
experimentation and research, he has created other stagings that have displayed new 
ways of understanding space. However, it is with BUFAPLANETES and now with 
REBUFAPLANETES that the Catalan artist has attained his maximum splendour, 
achieving the perfect balance and harmony between technical precision and theatrical 
excellence. 

REBUFAPLANETES is now presenting a show to his aficionados as a revision and 
updating of BUFAPLANETES that has become a ‘classic’ on the Catalan theatre scene 
and an inescapable reference for European visual theatre. 

This show contains all the ingredients of a major work in capital letters, including an 
excellent storyline, visual grandiosity and great originality. Audiences of all ages have 
cherished these factors and have delightedly followed him for over 30 years now. 

And the fact is that there is nothing more alluring for audiences from around the world 
than to find a performer on the stage who is capable of captivating them with the fragile 
beauty of a soap bubble. 
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Poetry as a show 
Here the stage shrieks in protest as it fills with fruits, revived by a lyrical and daring breath 
that time cannot manage to follow. Pep Bou is an excellent mime who has arms that are 
long enough to reach into the distant blue. He has triumphed with bubbles, flowers of air 
and waves that are beyond water itself. This poetics of air bubbles, equivalent to words, 
is the work of a genius. Where in the hell can we inscribe this uncommon and 
extraordinary show?  

It is not so much about operative magic as poeticising the effectiveness of playing with 
bubbles. The scenic space breathes and fills with the vitality of this game of bubbles. The 
star of this edition is a large fish, son of the wind, who escapes from the routine of the 
theatre.  

Snow in a picture window would not finish the comedy better. Nonetheless, the nails and 
teeth of prose have nothing to do with it.  

The bubbles, an army of light, float in a vacuum, which is the best way of confirming a 
pact and reminding us that we too are born and die and are rings of a root that don’t 
require doctors. Because ephemeral wants to say something that doesn’t last long and 
humanity is nothing but a constellation of ephemeral stars.  

REBUFAPLANETES has the exact dimension of our time, the opposite of thought 
threaded together and motivated by a string of overused words. 
 
Joan Brossa 
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Bufaplanetes, according to Comediants 

Since the beginning of the revival of circus techniques and ringside theatre for modern-
day performances, we have seen a lot of old novelties: the use of shadows, the 
resurgence of magic, even the explosion of pyrotechnics, which was an important 
discovery for us. But in all this theatrical galaxy, one of the shows that has best known 
how to combine the magic of the ring and the stage has been BUFAPLANETES by       
Pep Bou. 

It is impossible to describe the fascination and bewitchment of the enormous coloured 
bubbles that Pep Bou creates. One could touch on many common places speculating 
about the symbolism of soap bubbles: ephemeral, full of colour, fragile and untameable. 
We have seen audiences of all ages holding their breaths, enraptured and fascinated by 
this kaleidoscopic presentation. Above all, Bufaplanetes is image, situations, sensations 
and rhythm. 

Working mere kilometres from us on the Catalan coast, Pep Bou, the show’s creator, has 
given our theatre scene a display of creative effectiveness that was sorely lacking. 
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Rebufaplanetes, its background 
 
Pep Bou stepped onto the stage as a professional in the second half of the seventies, 
forming part of the army of mimes and leotard-clad actors that were typical of this era. 
His preparation as a building surveyor and his passion for plastic and visual arts 
accumulated over time to shape a strong sensibility towards ephemeral spaces and the 
malleability of shapes. His theatre background includes his passage as the founding 
member of several companies (Pa de Ral, La Viu Viu Teatre) until 1982, the beginning of 
his solo adventure with soap bubble theatre. 
 
 
BUFAPLANETES (1982) - REBUFAPLANETES (2009) 
 
Based on the creation of soap bubbles as a dramatic entity with full effectiveness. The 
unpredictable behaviour of the materials makes each performance different and the 
expressive options are multiplied. 
 
BUFAPLANETES has been presented in theatres and at festivals around the world and, 
among others, has been recognised with the following prizes: 
 

· First prize of ‘Festival International de Théâtre de Vienne’ (F) (1985) 
· Aplaudiment’ (Applause) by the Sebastià Gasch FAD Prize (1985) 
· Jury’s special prize at the ‘Festival International de Théâtre de Cannes’ (F) (1986) 
· Knurrhahn’ artistic prize in the city of Wilhelmshaven (G) (1993) 
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Cast 
 
Creation and director:  Pep Bou 
Performers:    Pep Bou, Isaías Antolín 
Scenography:    Castells de Cardedeu 
Costumes:    Rui Alves 
Lighting:    Pep Bou and Jep Vergés 
Lighting and sound technician: Jep Vergés 
Original music:    Ferran Martínez Palou 
Photography:    David Ruano and Robert Ramos 
Executive production:  Pepa Arnal  
Administration:   Marta Corbera 
Press & communication:  Marta Bou 
Parcer:     Lau Delgado 
 
Length:     80 minutes / 60 minutes version 
 

With the support of the Departament de Cultura de la Generalitat de Catalunya

 
 

 


